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Preface

In Hay 1969 a provisional nel'. S'Jste:n of forest fire danger

rating was completed and soon a.rterwards ....:as issued to interested.

forest fire control people across Canada. It resulted from the joint

efforts of Forestry Branch staff t in several locations across canada I

toobo turned out informal papers on many aspects of the new systsn during

its developnent period. To preserve the record of this developnent t

the Program coordinator for Forest Fire Research has recommended that

these papers be issued as Infonnation Reports.

'lhe three papers incor~rated in this si118le Information

Report Here produced separately by personnel associated at that time

.·ri.th the British Colu:nbia Fc.e~ional Office.

Not all of the proposals outlin-.;Q in tilese patJers could be

incorporated into the cUrrent version of the danger ratine; systar.; they

are presented here only as a matter of record.
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A DROUGHT INDEX TO SL·;\lLATE hOIS'rlJilll CONTENT OF THE

rou. ORGANIC LAYER

Tne Drought Index ?arad.ox

W' index of drought or of build-up 13 a mathematical model

representing the moisture content of some specific slo·...-drjing fuel.

The fuel may be a large log or a moderately deep organic layer. This

paper de~ls specifically with a deep organic layer.

Drying in such a fuel is generally well represented by an

exponential relationship associated ;.nth a particular time constant or

lag coefficient t referred to a standard day having specified drying

conditions.

Wetting of the fuel is assumed to take place only as a result

of precipitation. ~ excess over that required to produce saturation

of the layer is assumed to be lost as runoff t but any amoW1t less tnan

this is taken to be fully effective in wetting the fuel.

This is essentially the moisture budget approach used 50

successfully by Thornthwaite and subsequent investigators. The U. S.

National Drought Index also uses this approach.

'nlis simple model results in a paradox lOhich is particularly

disturbing "lhen the index is expressed in time units rather than in terms

of moisture content. The paradox is simply the reduction in drought index

for a given rainfall at high values of the index is much greater than it

would be for the same rainfall at a lower index. In other '..rords, it takes

longer to return to the pre-rain value of the iroex when the organic layer

is ~J than when the fuel is more moist.
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• "Correlation of Build-up Index Good Fire Season 36Verityu, Ja ... i;. Tj'rrel

and Gao. R. Hiller, Hinee. Paper. presented at ,:estern Fire ,.eather

Figure 1 (P. 12) shows the reduction in the Drought or 3uild-up

Index for given values aI' rainfall arrl initial inde.'<:. To make the results

completely general. the rainfall has been expressed as a fraction of the

rainfall equivalent of the range from equilibrilU1l to saturation of the

la:ler. The index has been plotted in units of Time Constant or Lag

Coefficient.

Dissatisfaction with the relatively exaggerated effect of

small rains at high Index values led to the developnent of the model

discussed. 1n this paper. This dissatisfaction 'Jas presented in a paper

at the 1966 Fire ~iea thar Conference.·

'the aasic Drought Index

'the Drought Index is simi.1.:lr in concept to the U. s. National

Drought Index. As in the U. S. National Build-up Ineex, each drying day

contributes a specific number of drying factor units to the cumulative

index. A standard dryine day with a tanperature of 70°, a relative

humidity of 20;b and a :3 mfn wind contributes :3 drying factor units. The

time constant is 48 drying factor units or 16 of these "stana.ard tl days.

't'he Accelerated Drying Rate

Examination of fire histories, and. discussion uith e..xperienced

fire control persormel, failed 'to disclose evidence in support Oi. the

concept that the effective period of a small rain s.'ould be any longer

Conference, Portland, Ore. 1966.
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under severe dr0Ubht conditions that it \-''Oulci be for tria s.::.rne rain under

less severe conditions. It 'WaS therefore assumed t!lat a given amount of

rain should have the same effective period. regardless of the level of

Drought or Build-up Index. This may be an over-simplification. but it

ap~ears to be essentially true.

The last assumption can be made compatable with the t\VO previous

ones, provided t~at the drying rate follo...'ing the rain is apprOl)riate

to the saturated state rather than the moisture cO:1tent of the wale

layer. Figure 2 (P. 12) illustrates this effect.

Such a drying regime would be aoout the same as that of a layer

saturated from the top down as the rainfall progresses. 'rnis is not true

in all duff layers but appears to be th: case in s~ne deep organic layers.

It is also consistent wit:., the fact that root s;.'stems in a

layer of pronounced moisture stratification ;n.ll extract moisture '.obere

it is most readily available.

Such stratification is o~en observed. Figure 3 (P, 13) presents

t ..-1J 8:r..a.T!ples of such stratification observed during the past summer

The dryine:; rate, during the time the moisture is assumec to be

•
strongly stratif'ied. is called t.le Accelerated DryinG. Rate as opposed to

the Standard Drying Rate.

The standard Drying Rate appropriate to a given valUE;; of the

index is based on the profile ~.jlich results from tile uniform up'·;ard

diffusion of moisture through the layer.

The ratio of the accelerated rate to the standard. rate is

called the Acceleration ~uotient or Acceleration Coefficient.

.. The term "Accelerated" in this connection has some erroneous

connotations and could more &ccurately be replaced by lIB~anced" or

simply II stratifiedn.
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Figure 4 (P. 1:;) 511o,,'s the relationsi~ip between the quotient

and the two factors on which it depends. The acceleration quotient is

just sufficient to bring the index back to its pre-rain level after the

appropriate number of drying units have been accumulated.

Figure 5 (P. 14) shows how a section of the rainfall tables

might be set up.

The accelerated drying rate is used only until the pre-rain

value of the index is reached again. Once that level has been attained.

the Acceleration ~uotient goes to 1 and the drying factor units are

accumulated without further acceleration.

Figure 6 (P. 14) shOI"IS the results of calculation for two fire

seasons based on readings from the Prince George airport in central

British Columbia. During the last three weeks in August, 1961, two fires

burning within 20 miles of the airport covered a total of 90,000 acres,

consuming almost all of the available organic material. It is significant

that trails 3-4 inches deep in ash on August 25 were impassable on september

5th because of mud.

During the 1967 fire season. one of the authors (S. J. rturaro)

conducted a series of test burns on 46 plots in sl)ruce-ba15am sLish.

averaging t'..-o acres per plot in the HcLeod Lake area, about 80 miles north

of Prince George.

Figure 7 (P. 15) shows the relationsnip between the percentage

depletion of the organic layer as a result of these burns anci the Drought

Index calculated according to our system. The resulting correlation co

efficient was 0.89. confirming that the index is a useful predictor of the
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fuel available for Combustion in the moderately deep organic layer.

Figw-e 8 (P. 15) shOI'IS the equivalent moisture content based

on the proposed index plotted against the measured values for the full

organic layer, tal{en in a seed block adjacent to the test area. This

sampling technique was not started until mid-August; still, the 14 r;oints

suggest a strong correlation (r = 0.98).

Figure 9 (P. 16) shows the same relationship as Figure 8.

except that the index was calculated without 81\Y acceleration in the

drying rate. The correlation is still good. but the absolute values of

moisture are no longer represented (r = 0.93).

The accelerated drying tends to shift the peak value of the

index later in the season. For example, at McLeod Lake in 1967. the peak

value indicated with the unmodified index was 127 on July 18, with a

secondary peak of 87 on August 31.

EtY contrast, the modified system indicated a maximum index

value of 204 on August J1 as opposed to 144 on July 18. The behavior of

slash fires and. moistw-e content measurements indicates that the latter

picture was much more representative of the true situation than the one

biven by the urnnodified index.

Conclusions

A modification to the accepted form of Drought Index is

presented. This modification is designed to eliminate the apparent

paradox that results lofuen light rains occur during a period of severe

drought. Preliminary results suggest that this model simulates actual

conditions better than the cOlllfentional modal.
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'l1len go to instructions in Column A.

1'0 start Calculations: Index calculations will normally be

started on the third day that the snow has been gone from the

area or on the first day after a rainy yeriod totalling 1.5 inches

or n:.ore. On that aay assm.s the previous index to have been

zero.

I:IlOUGiT n~LEX CALCULATIONS

(Victoria Mark II)

'lbe DroUbht Inriex is ca~cul.E-ted at 1600 hours each day

APP~~DIX

unless rain is falling at that time. Calculations are msed on

the previous value of the Index. current relative humiciity,

tenperature and wind speed. If rain is falling at 1600 hours

the Drought Index is not calculated for that day j instead the

index is calculated for the following day using the accumulated

rainfi:ll ~ince the last observations ..as made.

General:
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A·

STJll1DARD D?tl'ING PROCED\.JR3;

o up e
1n '1'able 1..

ng ac or or e y

2) Add this value of the DF to Yesterxiay I s Drought
Index (mo) to give the Drought Index for
today (DI).

;) For each successive day th&.t po rain 1'a1.15 or
rainfall is less that .06 inches repEk.r 1) and 2)
...OOve.

Until a daily rainf.s.ll of .06 inches or more is
recorded

~) Tnen cJ.rC.le r.ne .Las" vaJ.ue 01 lU. Delere Tone
rain.

5) Look UI: the values for the Acceleration Coefficient
( .....)+ and the Drought Index at Cessation of nainfall
(UIr) in Table n

6) Go to instructions 1n Colurr~ B•

• Reml3ll.ber to subtract 1 from the Drying Factor for rain of

.02 inches or more.

+ ~~er ~ept~ber 1st a s~sonal effzct may be introauced

by using (:<+-1)/2 insteae of ..
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B.

ACCEJ..SHilTSL' DR.-VING PROC'::Dl.i7..E

1) Look up the Drying Factor for the day
in Table 1.·

2) Eultivly this by the value of :".
Rouoo this re.sult off to nearest
whole number ana ada this to DIl'
to get the value o~ the Drou~ht

Index for that clav.

3) For each successive cia;)" that less
than .06 inches is recorded. repeat 1)
and 2) above usin~ the same value of
~. - but adding the 9roduct to the
previous value (DIc) of the Drouiht
Index instea~ of to DIr.

or more is recorded.
a eta:ll) l'ablta~I OJ. • 06 inCiieS

6) Go bacl( to 1) in tr.is
column (E) •

TIlEN

If this nair value of _
-~

is greater" than the
previous one - continue
to use th6 smalJ.c:I' vaLle.
OtherHi~e use trie nel-i
value.· ...

look up new values of ~

and DII' in 'Table II.

5)

4)

UNLESS

\1
~----------"

UNrIL

·'!HEN

4 1 ) Take the latest circled value
of the index as the Drougbt
Index for today.

the Drought Index for today
would have exceeded the last
circled value of the Drought
Index

5 I) Return to Column A and
continue as in Ai).

• I-:emember to subtract 1 .from the Dl'yin~ ?'<ictor for rain or .02 incnes or more•..
Al~dYS use this new DIr value.
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T.J5LE I. Drying Factor

,

Temperature (0 F)
Less than 70 70 or higher

Relative
'umidity (%) Wind Speed (m.p.h.)

°-" ~ - 9 lOt- I 0 - " 5 - 9 lOt-

Drying Factor

76 or more 2 2 2 2 2 2

66 - 75 2 2 3 2 3 3

46 - 65 2 3 3 2 3 3

36 - 45 2 3 3 3 3 4

16 - 35 3 3 " 3 " 4

1.5 or less 3 " 4 4 4 "
For any day on which the rainfall is .02 inches or more, the Drjing

Factor obtained above \'lill be reduced by 1 unit.



TABLE II Aceeleration Quotient and Drought Indar at Cessation of Rain

Drought Indax before Rain (010)

Ra:inta.ll in Inehes 0 J 10 17 24 II lB 4' " '9 66 7J 82 91 100 '''' 118 127 llB 149 162 17' 188 201 2lJ. 227
to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to 0'

2 9 16 2J JO J7 44 51 " " 72 81 90 99 108 117 126 137 148 161 174 167 200 21J 226 tylOre

Aceeleration Quotient (Q) and Drought Index at Cessation of Rain (Dlr )

.06 - .10 Q 1.0 1.1 l.2 1.4 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.' 2.9 ,., ,.8 4.4 5.L 6.2 7.2 8.5 9.9 11.7 13.9 16.7 20.1 2).1 28.1 )2.6 37.5 42.5
01, 0 :> 10 17 " '0 J6 4' 49 " 61 68 7' 62 '" 9' 101 107 l1J 119 12' 130 135 136 141 143

.11 - .15
Q 1.0 1.1 1.:<- 1.4 1.0 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 ,.1 J.5 4.1 4.8 5.6 6.6 7.6 6.7 10.2 11.9 14.0 16.5 19.2 22.1 25.1 28.3 31.7

01, 0 2 9 15 2I 28 '4 40 4' 51 '7 OJ 69 7' 81 86 91 71 100 106 110 114 117 119 121 12'
.16 - .20 Q 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.' 1.' 1.7 2.0 2.' 2.6 '.0 ,., J.9 4.5 '.2 6.0 6.9 7.9 9.e 10.4 12.1 14.1 16.1 18.3 20.6 2).1 25.4

DI, 0 1 7 13 20 25 II '7 42 47 53 " 64 69 74 79 SJ 88 91 95 99 102 1<1' 106 107 108

Q 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.' 1.' 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.4 2.7 '.1 J.5 4.1 4.7 '.4 6.1 6.9 7.8 8.0 10.2 11.7 13.3 14.9 16.5 18.3 20.0
.21 - .)0 DI, 0 0 5 11 17 22 28 JJ '8 4J 47 " 57 62 67 71 74 78 81 84 86 '" 90 91 9' 9'

.31 - .40 Q 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.' 1.7 2.0 2.2 2.' 2.6 ,.2 J.6 4.1 4.7 5.2 ,.8 6.6 7.4 6.4 9.' 10.6 11.7 13.C 14.2 15.4
01, 0 0 2 6 13 16 " 28 JJ J7 41 4' '0 '4 57 60 OJ 66 68 71 7J 75 76 77 78 78

.41 - .50
Q 1.0 I.e 1.0 1.2 1.J 1.4 1.6 1.6 2.e 2.' 2.5 2.6 '.2 , .6 4.1 4.' '.1 5.6 6., 6.' 7.9 6.8 9.7 10.6 11., 12.5

01, a 0 0 , 10 15 19 24 28 J2 J5 J9 4' 46 49 " '4 57 59 61 62 64 65 " 66 66

.51 - .60 Q I.e 1.0 1.0 1.1 l.2 1.' 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.l 2.' 2.6 2.9 ,., J.6 4.0 4.4 4.9 ,., ,.8 6.8 7.5 6.2 8.9 9.5 10.2
DI, 0 0 0 2 7 11 16 19 " 27 '0 JJ J7 40 42 4' 47 46 51 " 54 " " " 57 57

.61 - .60
Q 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.' 1.' 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 '" 2.6 ,.1 J.4 '.7 4.1 4.5 '.0 '.5 6.0 6., 7.1 7.7 8.2

01, a a 0 0 , 9 11 14 17 20 " 26 29 J2 '4 J6 J7 J9 41 42 4' 44 4' 45 46 "
.81 - 1.00 Q 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.J 1.4 1.' 1.7 1.6 2.1 2.' 2.' 2.7 J.O '.2 '., J.9 4.J 4.7 5.1 5.4 '.8 6.2DI, a 0 0 0 0 1 4 7 10 13 15 18 2I " 24 26 27 29 JO Jl J2 J2 JJ JJ '4 '4

L.Ol _ 1.20 Q I.e 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 l.2 1.' 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.6 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 '.1 J.' '.6 J.9 4.2 4.' 4.8
DI, 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 7 9 11 13 15 16 18 19 20 2I 22 " " 24 24 24 24

L.n - 1.50 Q 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.' 1.4 1.' 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.' '" 2.7 2.9 '.1 '.J J.501, 0 0 0 a 0 a 0 0 0 0 2 , 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 1.1 1.1 14 14 14 15 15
L.51 +

Q 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 I.e 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.' 1.4 1., 1.' 1.701, 0 0 0 a a 0 0 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 1 1 2 2 2 2
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Examples illustrating the calcu1<:.tion of DROUGHT IEDEX. VIC'tCnI/;. Li..i\.i; II

H = missing record, R = raining

..; '"'" g8 ~ '? .., I ~~ ..;
H

~ ~~
0

Ht._ 0 o " f, H
'0 "'. <+'" 15 ~ Ji~ • <Ii H'< Cm 0.<+

~Jii <+0 "'" " " " - Ul c~

"
",e,

0 4;i e' " <+0 <+ 0." <+
<+ ~ £' ~ 0 c " 0 "" <+

H" OH X e- m 'c
5'~ " <+

" " e' <+ e, 5.0 0 ll-m 0. 0

" ~ ~
C

<;~r

Date (OF) (m.p.h. ) (~) in. ) (DF) ( ,) (DF x',) (DIu) (Drr) (nI)

Snow disappeared from operational areas on lLQril 29
i·IAY

1 0
2 58 3 4<l 2 ° 2 A1.+2
3 60 z 30 3 2 5 Al+2
4 6) 4 28 ) 5 8 Al+Z
5 65 10 22 .01 4 8 12 Al+Z
6 M II M R M 12 rainir.g
7 60 11 34 Trace 4 12 16 Al+2
8 11 M H: R 11 16 raining
9 58 5 64 .03 3-1=2 16 18 A3

10 60 2 50 .04 2-1=1 18 19 A3
11 H M M R H 19 raining
12 63 2 76 ,25 2_1=1 1.3 1.3x1=1.3 19 11 12 A4,.5,+6
13 66 6 37 3 1.3 1.3x3=3.9 12 16 BJ,+2
14 68 Calm 26 3 1.3 1.3x3=3.9 16 19 B2,4' •.5'
15 70 7 24 4 19 23 A1+2
16 62 5 64 .05 3-1=2 23 25 A3
17 70 6 33 4 25 29 A1+2
18 71 5 24 4 29 33 A1+2

JULY
20 76 6 21 4 76 80 A1+2
21 69 1 72 ,40 2_1=1 3.2 3.2xl=3.2 80 4<l A4,.5,+6
22 72 2 37 3 3.2 3.2x3=9.6 48 58 B2
23 68 Calm 58 2 3.2 3.2x2=6.4 58 64 B2
24 69 5 4<l 3 3.2 3.2x3=9.6 64 74 B2
25 70 7 60 ,12 3-1=2 3.2 3.2x2=6.4 74 63 69 .84,.5 ,+6
26 72 1 38 3 3.2 3.2x3=9.6 69 79 BJ,+2
27 76 5 22 4 3,2 3.2x4=12.8 79 80 E4'+5
28 78 6 21 4 80 84 Al+2
29 72 5 49 3 84 87 Al+2
30 70 9 34 .05 4-1=2 87 90 A3
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DROUGHT INDEX BEFORE RAIN ( 0 I .. )
RAINFALL IN INCHES 66 73 82 91 100

! to to to to to ,
72 61 90 99 108

-
21 - .30 Q 31 3.5 4.1 4.7 54

Dlr 47 52 57 62 67

.31 - 40 Q 2.8 3.2 3.6 41 4.7
Dl r 41 45 50 54 57

41 - .50 Q 25 2.8 3.2 38 4.1
Dlr 35 39 43 48 49

Q 23 2.6 29 3.3 3.8.51 - .80 Dl r 30 33 37 40 42

0 2.0 22 2.5 2.8 3.161 - .80 Dl r 23 26 29 32 34-
EXERPT FROM TABLE J J

ACCELERATION QUOTIENT AND DROUGHT INDEX AT CESSATION

OF RAIN

- ~2.44

AUGUST

PRINCE GEORGE

JULY

FIG. 5
FIG. 6
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rolPARISON OF PErA''''.<A llli<K IV ,ililJ B. C. ;.lARJ( n

IlROUGHT INIJEXi;S

s. J. Huraro & J. A. Turner

for

Pre~entat1on to Heeting of Fire Research Personnel - ottawa

Feb. 25-28, 1968



The perioaicity ana ru~ount of pr~ci~itation 0uri~ the summer

mont.hs dictates the severity of a fire ser, Gon. In forests of' ~he nortn

temperate region the proportion of fuel avai..l&ble for combustion is

largely dependent on the curoul<ltiv;: drying of the large, sloH-ciryiI16
...

fuel com~)Qnents. h. para:ncter oi the moisturE: conte;1t of these fLl.els

is an integral COffi[)Onent of all Fire Danc;er Eatir16s SJstelllG d.esigneci

1'01' this zone.

Tne decision to I' evise the Canadian Fire Danger I-~ting S;,'stem

resulted in the proposal of a nwnber of parameters of the moisture content

of the slow-dIJring fuel components. The Peta;.;aHa i:'iark III, developed bj

Van ,.agner at Petam,·,ra and the 3. C. Eark II, developed by Turner, in co-

operation ,uth members of the B. C. negional Fire Hesearch Section, Here

t\,'O such indexes discussed at tile Calgary meeting in Nay, 1967. Pur'suant

to field testiIl6 anu further \~urkt both inaexes have been cl1anged; the

B. C. Hark II only in comi~utation techniques. but the Peta";a,,a enough to

justify the neH nomer of Petal!avl2. Hark IV.

'rae B. C. Eark II index t-r",s designed to simulate the moisture

regirr.e in organic layers having moistuI'e-noldin,; properties si:r,iLr to

the samples displayeci. These organic layers are conunon to all are~s of

the Coast. Subalpine, Columbia and 30real Forest re.;;iol1s "_ c..ritish Colurnbi~.

In the l':ontane Forest Re.::;:ion they occur on .:\11 but the extre:r,ely dry

These orgauic layers are usually com~~ed of inte~ra~ec moss

litter overl:lin,;; a dense fere.entation am humus layers often consisting

largely of rotten ~·;ood containin,; a fair ~ro90rtion 01' livil1f; roots.

These orgaaic 1a:l..:rs are &enerall;,' dee;er on Het or )oorly drained sites

and more s.-.allo'~ on drier sites. Cnaracteristics of "the samf.les are

inclncied in Table I.
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2.06

All readily available data from

occurring in all but the s.r"aded areas on Figure 1.

As a result of the discussions concerning the t~ indexes at the

70° F and 30;; R. H.

If ,;e !=lresU~1)03e that tile index is a satisfactory reflection of

(1) wild fire action in British Columoia during the 1907 fire

indexes. during the 1967 fire season.

field studies and wild fire action were analyzed and related to the two

drought inaexes in (iUestion. The data acctunulated ',jere from four main

CalCary meeting in Nay. 1967 every opportunity ....-as taken to Compare the

of surface appearance is any criteria of the general. moisture retention

to the remainder of the Canadian Boreal. Region and to the ..:etter areas or

tha Great Lakes and Aead~n i\egions. The B. C. i'~rk II is tnou,;ht to be

applicable to foreste

characteristics. then the 13. C. Hark n Index: \K)uld probably be appliea"cls

• Air dried only -- 9 mantas in laboratory t·.'i1ere avera~e co.1ditions are

the general drying trend of the organic layers described, and if s~nLLcrity

Table 1. Olaracteristics of organic samples.

Sample ,·rt.. depth area vol.

lbs inches rt2 rt}

1 .}5 2.5 .17 .0}6

2 .26 ).0 .17 .029

) .25 2.2 .17 .0}2

4 .5) ).5 .15 .044

season
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(2) Destructive samplin;; for organic layer llloisture cont-ent

(J) Fire impact studies for a. C. 608 and O. C. 606

(IJ.) Observation and experience

~ne fourth source must be recognized because, regardless of the results

of these discussions. this factor 1s most important from tne user 1 5 point

of view.

Nild Fire Action

If the droll[;ht index is accepted as being a good relative irrlex

of fire season severity. then the general. fire load should be reUecteci

in the drought index. TIle Peta','",.wa Hark IV Inaex and the B. C. :·.ark II

Index "ere calculated for four stations in the Nelson and Kamloops F'orest

Di:;trict for general comparisons and collation Iv-ith fire activity.

Figure 2 snows the Peta\-kl:.a .hark IV Index and the B. C. Mark II

Index with the date and amount of rain for the 1967 fire season. There

are tHO areas of significance. 'tbe first is the striking si.'llil.arity of the

two indexes at the lower values ana the similar drying rates when the E. C.

Hark II Index is on the standard drying rate. The second is the pronounced

difference in length of period affected by rainfall at the higher drought

index numbers. Consider the three rains of July 7, 19 aoo August 4; the

bracketed numbers following the effective period is the mean daily moisture

of the two indexes.
iffective Period (Days)

B. C. h. II Pet. 1'. IV

loss in inches shown by the recovery rates

Dat. of Rain Amount (inches)

Jul,y 7 .27

Jul,y 19 .12

Aug. 4 .37

3 (.09)

2 (.06)

4 (.09)

11 (.024)

7 (.017

22 (.017)
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The drought indexes for cranbrook ( •. ig. 3) reveal the saHle

characteristics as Figure 2. The essentially simi.l.ar reaction at the

lo.....er levels and a similar rate of drying durin.; the starrlard rate are

apparent. Even more striking is the difference caused by the .13 inches

of rain on August 7. because the seasonal peak: is displaced by three

weeks, taa Peta'...a'Na Index never recovering from this rain even after the

2.3 days shown. The effect of the rainfall. of .07 on July 19 is also

different but does not have the psychological i.llpact of displacing the

period of relative severity.

Figure 4 sho'....s the similarity of standard dryiI1& rates indicated

in the previous tW'O figures. From this figure, the effective periods for

the rain occurring on the saine day ;;;.s those at Shus....ap l'~alls are compared

below; as in Figure 2 t the bracketed figures are the daily moisture loss

in inches.

14 (if cOl1tinued) .015

18 (i.f continued) .029

Effective Period (Days)

E. C. i·•• II Pet. to. IVDate of Rain

July 7

July 19

Aug. 4-6

Amount (L,ches)

.15

.53

.18 + .08

2 (.075)

10 (.053)

3 (.036) 14 .018

Kamloops Forest District fire action in terms of total. manpower

is shown on a logarithmic scale. Periods of veryil"l4 degrees of activity

Wlich coincide with high periolls of both indexes are obvious. 'rna man i)Q~er

peaks coinciding with the rains mentioned previously are in p~r't Jue to

the lie;htni.n6 fires associated uUn tne rains. 'rna leveli~ off in the latter

part 01 .n.ugust indicates the fire load saturation point rath~r than a

decreasing severity.
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The comparison of drought indexes and fire action in the Nelson

Forest District during 1967 reveals many of the sa~e characteristics as

that for Chase. Again, the similarities at the lo~er inoex levels and

the similar dryine; rates are apparent. The inconsistencies in fire

action are due to the same causes as those mentioned for Chase. Note

the difference in the Peta'~wa index value calculated at Creston (Fig. 5)

and Cranbrook (Fig. 3) caused by the .1) inches of rain on AU&ust 7.

The regression of the weekly burned acreage in ~he Nelson

District and the hiplest drought index for the week calculated at

Creston is shown i.n FigW'e 6. The equations for the regression lines

(not shown) are Y = 1.05 + .015 and Y = 1.11 + .02X for the B. C. ~~rk II

and. Peta\oJatia Mark IV in:I.exes, respectively. 'rne respective correlation

coefficients are .80 and .78. T'oe similarity of these correlation co

efficients are understandable t·men the similarity of the indexes from

Figure 5 is recalled. In Figure 7. the ragression of burned acreaie in

the Kamloops District and the drought indexes calculated at Chase. B. C.

are s.~own.

In this fi&ure there is a significant difference in the

correlation coefficients of the tl.JO indexes; for the o. C. }.lark IT it

it .77. and for the Peta,~-a!a :'~rk IV it is .61. This is meani"6ful. N;en

the difference in the drought indexes sho}m in Figure 4 is considered.

The figures beside each point in bot.1-t figures are the chronological order

of the weeks commencing i.n Ju."e. The larger acre3:..>es burneci in the last

few weeks verif'y the reason of fire-load saturation for the leveling off

of m3.n pcr..:er on Figures 4 and 5 for the latter part of Aue;ust.
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Destructive Samples of Organic La;,ers

Project 3. C. 608. IlDevelop'n.ent of a Burning Index and Guidelines

for Prescribed Burning in Spruce Balsam Logging ;'lash". offered an opportunity

to test the ability of the t\.JO drought indexes to indicate the moisture

content of the organic layer. On this area (2,bOO'a.s.l.), located near

the south end of Hacleod Lake. the organic layers are typical of those

displayed. with the exception of having a less luxuriant gro,,,,,th of moss

and being generally more shallow. T'.·JO samples are described below.

Sample

1

2

wt
O. D. g

379.8

575.4

depth
inches

1.8 .73

.79

2
Ibsl f't

1.14

Samples 1 and 2 included 27 and 144 grams of roots, respectivel,Y.

These roots were large and easily removed; an unknown proport.ion of

smaller roots remained.

From each of the 46 plots shown in Figure 8. three composite

samples of the up;Jer and three of the lower organic layers were taken

prior to each burn.

The Macleod Lake plots were burned from June 19 to August 24.

The B. C. 11ark II drought indexes and the PetaHaW"d. hark IV for tne seaeon,

including this period,are 3hown in Figure 9.

The regression of the destructive samples of the upger am full

organic layer moisture contents and the th"O drou,;at indexes are sho....'l1

in Figure 10.

The inconsistencies in moisture content due to location are

more strikinb ;.;hen Figure 11 is examined. The relaticn snO"'T1 in this

fi,:;ure is from the mean of four samples of the full organic layer urrier

a seed block adj:.icent to the study area. Slortage of help prevented
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this type OJ. sampling for the major part of the sununcr am those Mown

commenced on AUciust 19 and continued on a daily basis to beptember 2.

The sample at the 1m-ler right of 157 per cent was taken on Sept8i1loer 11

after a total of 1.28 inches of rain had fallen since September 1. The

point on September 2 at 79 per cent 1-.. C. had sustained a rainfall of

.26 inches since the previous dayls n. C. of 37.7 per cent. The e~uations

for these lines are Y + 188.4 - .7Sx ani Y = 124.0 - 2.46x for the B. C.

and Petawawa indexes, respectively; their correlation coefficients are

-.95 and. -.63. respectively. The moisture content of the upper mineral

soU on September 11 Has 1) per cent t relatively dry for these .fine

textured soils, indicating that the 1.28 inches of rainfaJ.l that occurred

from September 1 had not penetrated the entire organic layer. 't'h1.e aLain

illustrates the strong stratification of moisture in organic layers

similar to those displayed.

Fire Impact J~udies

The last means of comr>arinG the two drought indexes is perhaps

the most meaningful; this is the comparison through analysis of the amount

of organic material removed by prescribed fires. An index that Can be

confidently applied to this purpose becomes an invaluable tool for selecting

necessar;; ~'eath6r regimes tc accomplish a predeteIT.lined treatment. Such

an index ca.n also be applied to determine damage potential. of !,Tilci fires

to wUd1.aoo values other than timber. A meaningful index tn<it can be

related to fire impact is a necessar,y ;>riority before relating the fire

characteristic of intensity to the fire danger rating system. Figure 12

shows the reGression of organic layer depletion in per cent and the E. C.

Hark II drought index. Note the strong correlation coefficient of .80
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usir.f; the N.acl.=!Od LakE data. 'To test tnis vrediction copd.bilit;;.

detJletion dat3. from the six. burns on Label Lake .;ere [llotted; h"i.th

this data the correlation coefficient is incre;.se::l to .95. Only

the B. C. Hark I index and 'turner l s soil moisture inde..": sh01..ed regressions

that even approached the f~rk II. In this regressio~, per cent depletion

rather than absolute depletion \,'as used to avoid the cOIn}.!licatio!1s of a

transition in organic layer depths.

Various other inde.X8S. including the Peta\l.'ll~;a .·.ark II ar...a j:~rk r"
U. S. nat.ional buildup. anci the Canadian 25 day system, are on the subsidiary

scattergrams. Regressions for these S",fste-:res :Jers ro't calculate.i because of

the bim.)dal .:.istritution of the sample population.

'to conclude this cClm}Jsrison sor.te perscnal observations during

the Macleod Lake lJroject are added. There is no doubt th...t con<lit ions

v.;er<:l much drier at the errl of AL:.gust than on July 19 I-;here t:le ?etai';;>.'...>a,

index shows the most extreme condition. SW'face \o:ater w"s still present

on July 19 and continued to decrease up to the time of the Septe~ber rains.

A sma1.1. creek vlhich had to be forded during the earl;)' !Jart of the season

ceased shol'liTl{; surface water on about July 10. Surface water 500\;00 for

one day on July 20. never to l'eap~)ear in 1967. not even after tne early

.3eptember rains. Traversing the area ",ri.th vehicles was still extremely

difficult in mid-July ani it hCl.5 not until mia-August that tnis conditio:l

,,!<is alleviated. The rate or drying of surface drainaGe from puci.d1.es

coincided rcue;bly with recu~eration of the hark II. The increa.:::ing

severity of the situation ....1i.S verified by the incre",sil"-6: fire inte~sity

on the test plots.
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These observations are supported ,in principle. bJ· the feelings

of the Prince George Protection Personnel, ..Jhe had no doubt of the

greater severity during the late-August period over that mieh existed

in July.

The evidence offered in this paper sholls the E. C. Hark n

index to be a more reali!::tic parameter of moisture content in organic

layers si.nilar to those displayed than the Pete. ...na Hark IV. 'rne

Peta\>'2wa Nark IV index is probably more applicable to the reb.tively
,

uncom~acted ol'ganic layers in the drier areas of the Great Lakes Forest

Tabion; however, the relative scarcity of these organic layers precl~es

the use of the Petat-JaH~ hark IV index as a component of the reVised

fire danger ratine system.
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A MODULAR APPROACH TO A REVISED NATIONAL

FIRE DANGER RATING SYSTll!

We live in an era of change; obsolescence precedes perfection.

Industry meets the challenge of changing demand \lith the modular concept ot

design. This modular concept, pioneered by the electronics industry J maTi m1 zes

product versatility by confining each function to a specific but inter

changeable block or module. A change in function requires only a change of

module rather than a change of the entire product.

Fire researchers concerned with modifying the fire danger rating

system face the same cballenge as the innovators of the modular concept. Hev

and increasingly more expensive suppression techniques; increasing wild land

values; variations in regional application and climates and the increasingly

important role as a decision making aid are factors that contribute to the

varied requirements of a fire danger rating system. As researchers, ""8 have

the responsibility of providing operations \lith a rating system that accurately

defines the cba.racteristics of fire behavior while retaining flexibility to

meet a variety of applications. For the researcher, a rating system 1s

equally important; in addition to its use as a research tool, it is the yard

stick by vb1ch operations implement researcho

This proposal for the revised Caned1an National Fire Danger Rating

System suggests a modular concept to facilitate development and application.

The advantage ot this approach is that further sophistication is easily

accomplished by refinement or additieD. of tables without having to altar the

basic framework. This vould alloW' an easy program of updating instead of the

crasb program with W'hioh VB are presently involved.. The modular concept

vould be extended to the expression of the index, each table yielding a defined

value related to some characteristic of fire behavior "blcb has a def1ni te
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meaning to the user.

Fine Fuel Moisture Content

The tva basic building blocks are the moisture contents of two

standardized fuels. The first is the moisture content of a standard fine

surface fuel and is derived through the use of a munber of modules dependent

on the particular application. For the standard operational procedure of

dail7 index calculation, two modulC!s are used: one to obtain the daily

maximuf'l moisture content of the fine fuels at 0600 brj the other to obtain

the daily minilDUlll moisture content at 1600 hr. (Tablee I and II in AjJpendix

1)11 To determine the fine fuel moisture at other times of day, additional

modules, Tables Is. to Id, are applied for the times of 0800, 1000, 1200 and

11.00 hr. To determine the fine fuel moisture content after 1600 hr, Tables

IIa to IIc are applied at the times of 1800, 2000 and 2400 hr. The moiDture

content of the standardized fine fuels are determined from a mathematical

transformation of the pine mat data or from co:uposite samples of' needles on

the surface of the f'orest f'loor on the drier pine sitee. A large segment

of' this work has been completed. Lawson has compiled a series of' tables

trom. the 'WOrk in the Prince George area by fussell, Lawson and Pe"ch.

The tables developed by Lawson predict the moisture content of' a

composite sample of surface needles on a d..ry pine site, using current relative

bnm1dity or precipitation and initial. moisture content. (The 0rig1n.al.

"'J,/ Subsequent decisions to incorporate moisture regilUes of three fuels

resultad in changing the nov chart ehow by AjJpendix I.
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tables by Lawson are appended to a later publication des11ng .1.tb their

revision (Munro and ~3sell, 1969)!1).. The initial moisture content is

the moisture content from either the 0600 table or the 160O-hr tables,

depending upon which of these calculations were most recent.

This combination of modules replaces the Dryine Code Table in

the previous rating syste!ll.. The twice-a-day calculation reduces the need

for a rainfall table if rains betveen the operational periods are corrected

according to the tables.

The previous drying code vas entirely saUsfactory to determine

moisture contents of these tine surface fuels in mid-afternoon when noon

relative humidity 'Was used as the independent variable. Field work to gather

data for the new tables \las initiated primarily to increase the flexibility

of the rating system to allow application at other times of day and to

restrict the effect of the nighttime humidity to the fine fuel moisture

index rather than to the final index. This approach of using the approximate

maximl1m and minimnm veather to determine fuel moisture incre9.sea accuracy

because extreilles are defined and intermediate calculations are confined to

one phase of the diurnal moisture cycle. Insofar as British Columbia is

concemed, the addition of a second table to determine the fine fuel moisture

code is of little consequence since it replaces the overnight R.H. correction

table.

l!lohIraro, S. J. 8Dd R. N. fussell with appendiJ< by B. D. Layson. 1969.

Development of Diurnal Adjustments Table for the Fine Fuel Moisture Code.

Info. Report BC-I-J5. Forestry Branch. Dept. of Fisheries and Forestr,y

Victoria, B. C.
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Values in this tablG are expressed. in peroent moisture content,

rather than the coded values previously used, and the tables are called the

Fine Fuel Moisture Index_ In the National Fire Du.nger Rating Syste'U, the

fine fuel moisture index is dependent only on weather and is completely 1n-

dependent of regional differences. Adherence to the modul3r concept pre-

eludes correction for the drying e frect of wind in this module because the

magnitude of this effect is at least partially dependent on the particular

fuel complex.

Large Fuel Moisture Index

The moisture content of the slower drying fuels is the second

basic building block of the revised Danger Rating System.. This par8J1oter

will be cilled the BuUd-up Index because of the common usage and under-

standing of this term. The Build-up Index consists of tva modules or

tablos: one table to define the rate of dryingj the other to define the

'Wetting effect due to precipitation. The most important requirement of this

table is that it can be an accurate relative parameter of the moisture

regime of the slow drying fuels. Because of the preceding discussions con-

cerning the choice of this partiOJ.1a.r indax, no further discussion is

warranteJI. The Build-up Index, like the Fine Fuel Moisture Index, is

dependent only on weather. (The proposed set of tables for the Build-Up

!I ltlraro, S. J. aDd J. A. 'l'urner, 1968.. A Comparison of Petawa....a Mark IV

and B. C. Mark II Drought Indexee. Working paper for meeting of Fire

Research personnel, ottawa, Feb. 25-28, 1968.
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Index is appended to a paper by Turner et ale 19~.) The relevance of'

these modules to the rating system is show. in Appendix I by Tables III

and IV.

The Fire Weather Ind§x Media

The Fine Fu.el Moisture Index and the Build-up Index are the

foundation of this proposal to the revised Danger Rating System. In

principla, they otfer nothing nell, as all Fire Danger Rating Systems for

the north temperate regions include parameters of at least two fuel

moisture regimes. To revie.... the previous discussion, the proposal consists

of two indexes that express the moisture regimes in standardized fuels baving

unique drying rates dependent only on weather. Integrating these moisture

indexes to obtain a strictly weather dependent model of fire growth to use

as a national rating system. requires the selection of a fuel complex for

use as a growth media. The fuel complex selected, for the fire growth

model should have two important ~alifications.

(a) It Glst be common to most areas in ",Mch the index is to apply.

(b) It should be as normal as practical to obtain, offering a

minimm of unique characteristics such as loading, distribu-

tioD or size.

The various pine fuel complexes, lodgepole pine in the ",est sod

Jack pine in the east, have previously been seleoted as media for the weather

dependent fire growth model. These stands fU.lfUl the above qualifications

)j ,
Turner, J. A., S. J. MI1raro, Gy Peoh and R.. N. Russell, 1968. A Drought

Index to Simulate the Moisture Content of the Full Organic La,yer.

Presented to Conference on Fire and Forest Meteorology of the A. M. S. and

S. A. F. March 12-14, 1968, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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and are further recommended because of the potentially large quantity of

applicable test fire data. It is appropriate that a 'Weather dependent

model of fire grovth be terIiled the Fire \leather Index.

Deriyation of the Fire Spread Index

Integration of the moisture content of the two sizes of fuels

parametered by the Fine Fuel Moisture Index and the Bni J d-up Index to

obtain a fire behavior model is based upon established principles. In a

particular fuel complex in the absence of wind, fire spread is well correlated

vith the moisture content of the fine fuel components. This relation is

different for each fuel complex dependent on the proportion of fuel in the

smaller size classes. Wind has & far stronger effect on rate of spread than

does fuel moisture. Again, this effect is partially dependent on the

distribution of size classes. hl general, the It"fect of vind on frontal fire

spread 1s most pronounced at the moderate velocities and lesser at the lov

and high velocities.

The obvious course of action is to develop a module using the Fine

Fuel Moisture Index and vi.nd velocity as independent variables to predict

the dependent fire spread. The spread module should be expressed in relative

terms on a scale of 0 to 100. This table constitutes the fifth module sho~~

as Table V in Appendix I.

The values for this table would be derived directly from test fire

data for t.'le less critical periods. Modeling techniques would be applied

to test fire data for the more critical periods because, until cro\JIli..ng

occurs, fires under stands are Dot fully influenced by ambient 'olinds. Wild

fires could be used as another source of data of fire spread. If these

methods fail, a program of large-scale test fires should be institutedo If
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the proper conditions are selected, good rate of spread values should be

obtainable from a ma..Timllm of 20 well-instrumented. areas. This spread index

is used primarily to maintain continuity toward derivation of the Fire

Weather Index; however, it does have limited operational applications. In

the modular concept, it isolates a specific characteristic of fire behavior

and thus allows internal modifications as better information becomes avail

able.

Effect of ~fuiBture Content of Large Fuels

The proportion of the large, slotJ-drying fuels available ror combus

tion 1s dependent on the moisture content of these fuels. In Byram's

equation of fire intensity

I = llIIR,

H 1s the beat combustion in BTU's per pound of fuel. For forest fuels, this

averages about 8600 BTU's per pound and is considered nearly constant. The

tvo strongest variables are W, the ....eight of ave.ilnble fuel in pounds per

square foot and R, the rate of spread in feet per second.

In pine fuel complexes, the potential available fuel, not consider

ing stem volume, attai.ns fuel. loadings up to three pounds per square foot.

The proportion of this fuel available for combustion is highly dependent on

the Build-up Index. For other fuel complexes, the influence of the Build

up Index on the available fuel varies. In grass, for example, the Build-up

Index ..-auld have relatively little effect on available fuel.

Because the moisture content of the large fuels is dependent upon

the Build-up Index, a value of fire intensity for a specific fuel complex

is obtained by the product of available fuel and rate of spread determined

by the spread index. The resul t of this step is the sixth and final module
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for t-be Fire Weather Index and 1s shown on Appendix I a9 Table 111.

The Fire Weather Iglin

The fire \leather is defined BSI A \leather dependent relative index

of fire intensity in a standardized ruel complex. This index is proposed to

express the National Fire Danger Rating Syste:n for use as a basis of comparing

and disseminating a measure of fire weather on a national Boale. Because this

1s a standard index, this index 1s expressed in relative terms on a scale of

o to 100 units. In principle, only tva values from the computation .ro~'llI wou1.d

be reported to Central Control, the Fire 'Weather Index and the Build-up Index.

The Build-up Index is submitted becllUse it is the most realistic measure of

presuppression activities handled usually by Central Control. Activities of

this nature vould ino.lude tanker dlspersement and allocation of initial attack

crevs. Establishment of fire action classes vould be on a zonal 8 ystem

dependent on the usual range of drying regimes, although identical index

numbers would be obtained.

If weather data were submitted. to a central point for machine

computation, three values would be returned to the userS Fire Weather IndEpri

for local public relation purposes; BuUd-up Index, and Fine Fuel Moisture

IndeJ~ for local computation of the appropriate Burning Indexes.

Burning Waxes - Tbeir Developasnt and Use

The relation of Burning Indexes to the Fire Weather Index is show

in Appendix I by Tables V and. VIa. A Burning Index is defined aSI An index

expressing the influence of the total fire environment on fire behavior in

absolute units of spread and intensity.
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Each Burning Index applies to a specific and recognizable fuel

complex defined at this stage accord1.ng to cover type, and contains two

modules; the first expresses the relation of tbe standard Fine Fuel Moisture

We" and wind velocity to obtain a Fire §PreM Index in the particular fuel

type, and a second integrates the weight of available fuel as dictated by

the Bglld-up Wax with rate of spread to obtain the !Are Intensity Index.

These modules resuJ.t in absolute values of lineal spread and. intensity. The

values so obtained for a number of fuel complexes provide the land manager

\lith 9. criteria by which he may make attack priorities on vild fire, or a

tool to determine fire impact and control difficulty of prescribed fires.

The distinction between the ~rnipg Indexes and the Fire Weather

Index 1s beat illustrated by their respective index units; the Burning Indexes

are expressed in absolute units, while the Fire Weather Index is expressed on

a relative scale of one hundred. units.

The modular concept offers most advantage to the BurniDg Indexes.

Because these indexes offer a variety of applications, they must be capable

of accepting adjustments for unique fire environments at the proper phase of

index calculation. Topographic effects and atmospheric stability are ElXBIIlplea

of BUch unique environments. To illustrate, aspect affects fuel moisture;

therefore, only the Fine Fuel Kolsblre Index from Table I or II is modified.

Slope affects spread in som8\lhat the same manner as vind, so only the~

Spread Table of the particular Burning Index is adjusted. Stability affects

intensity, so this adjustment is made to the Fire Intensity Index. The

definitive nature of this system eJ.im1.nates the accumlative
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effect that could result from similar adjustments to other rating systems.

Advantages of This Proposal,

(1) Value. are meaningful in terms of fire behavior and to the

user.

(2) Adjustments for unique situations can be applied to affect

only the appropriate module and the extent of such adjustments

are incorporated by subsequent modules.

(3) Each Burning Index calculated ofters new inf'ormation; there

tore, the use of each additional table has the incentive of

need.

(4) General up-dating and improvement of the tables can be

accomplished on a modular basis without affecting subsequent

modules.

(5) The system offers complete flexibility to arrive at an index

value at any time of day using either current weather

parameters or forecasted parameters.
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